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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a new confidence scoring
mechanism which takes advantage of the semantic
parsing provided by a natural language understanding
system.  As a result, different segments of the user input
which fill individual semantic slots are identified and
individual semantic slot confidence scores are
generated.  With slot-based confidence scores, each
individual slot receives a confidence score generated by
combining the confidence scores of the individual
words which fill that particular slot. With judicious use
of confidence scores for individual slots, better rejection
and more natural interaction with the system are
achieved.

Keywords: confidence scores, rejection, utterance
verification, natural language understanding.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the interaction between users and automated voice
response systems becomes more natural and
conversational, the reliance on one single confidence
score for rejection is no longer sufficient. When many
of the words in the user’s query are in-grammar, but the
important words which contain the desired information
are not in-grammar, an utterance-based rejection
scheme does not provide optimal rejection.  For
example, a typical user query to a travel information
system may be:  I would like to buy two tickets to
Austin. But if the user says: I would like to buy two
tickets to Titanic, the overall confidence can still be
high and the sentence would be incorrectly accepted.

Previous work includes generating one confidence score
for each subgrammar [1], and using confidence scores
calculated from the important words [2]. This paper
proposes a mechanism of integrating information
provided by a natural language understanding system
with word confidence scores generated by the
recognizer.  The confidence score of each semantic slot,
called slot confidence, is generated by combining the
individual word confidence scores of each word in the
hypothesis.

2. SLOT-BASED CONFIDENCE SCORE
The slot-based confidence score is generated by
combining the separate information streams of
individual word confidence scores from the recognizer
and the importance of each hypothesized word from the
natural language parser.

2.1. Word Confidence Score Generation

Confidence scores are generated for each word using a
phone dependent confidence score generation
mechanism similar to  Acoustic Confidence Measure 2
 (ACM2) described in [3] .
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The confidence score of each word is the arithmetic
average of the confidence scores of each phone in the
word. The average is then postprocessed with a sigmoid
mapping function to generate scores in the range of 0 to
100.  The confidence score of each phone is a duration
normalized difference in log-likelihood between the
hypothesized phone and the log-likelihood of a filler
model.  The filler model is composed of a set of context
independent monophones.

2.2 Natural Language Parser

The natural language parser matches the words that are
generated by the recognizer to pre-defined parsing rules
embedded in a grammar specification language file
(GSL).  An example of the grammar specification file is
shown in Figure 1.  The sentence Yahoo May one
hundred fifty call will be parsed to <stock yhoo>
<month 5> <price 150> <type call>.  Specific
commands that fill particular slots are embedded in the
grammar specification file and these commands are
triggered when the input sentence matches the word
strings specified in the grammar.  The GSL also allows
nonessential words to be skipped.  For example, both
Microsoft and Microsoft Corp would fill the stock slot
with the same symbol.
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2.3.  Combination of Parsing Results and
Recognition Results

Slot confidence scores are generated by the following
procedure (illustrated in Figure 2):

1. Recognizer generates a hypothesis for the speech
input according to the grammar specified in the
GSL.

2. The natural language parser processes the
hypothesis and indicates the slots that are filled.

3. Words that contribute to the filling of a semantic
slot are grouped and identified.  Words that are
essential to the generation of the slot value are also
identified.

4. Slot confidence scores are generated for each slot
by taking the arithmatic average of word
confidence scores associated with all the words that
contributed to each slot.

5. A separate necessary slot confidence score is also
generated by using only words that are essential for
filling each slot.

3. EXPERIMENTS

Commercial deployment of large scale speaker
independent speech recognition systems over the
telephone started in 1996.  In 1997, in addition to

accepting stock quote requests over the telephone,  the
system was enhanced to accept requests for option
quotes.  Stock options are derivative products which are
contracts to buy or sell certain underlying securities at a
preset price.  These contracts have terms that range
from a few months to a few years. A typical option
request would be “Yahoo December 110 Call,” which
is an option to buy shares of Yahoo at $110 per share
which expires in December. Only a subset of stocks
traded on the U.S. securities market have options traded
on them.

Currently users of  stock quote request systems need to
choose whether they want to have a stock quote or an
option quote.  This results in one additional layer of
dialog traversal when the user wants to switch between
stock quotes and option quotes.  An example dialog
may be:

System: Say stock quotes for stock quotes, or option
quotes for option quotes.

User: Stock quote.

System: Please say the name of the stock.

User: America On Line.

System: America On Line, last traded at …..

User: Main Menu.

System: Main Menu. Please say stock quotes for stock
quotes, or option quotes for option quotes.

Figure 2. Word confidence scores are combined to gen-
erate semantic slot-based confidence scores.  The confi-
dence scores generated by the recognizer are shown in
italics.

Recognizer

NL Parser

Slot
Confidence

Yahoo May eighty five
  68    55   53    49

<stock yhoo> Yahoo
<month 5>  May
<price 85> eighty five

<stock yhoo>  68
<month 5>     55
<price 85>    51

Speech Input

Stock [
       american express {return(axp)}
   yahoo {return(yhoo)}
   microsoft ?corp {return(msft)}
]

Type [ call {return(call)}
       put  {return(put)}
]

Month [ january {return(1)}
        february {return(2)}
        march {return(3)}
        .
        .
]

Option Request

.OptionQuote
(Stock:s Month:m Price:p Type:t)
{<stock $s> <month $m> <price $p>
<type $t>}

Figure 1. Example grammar specification file.



User: Option quotes.

System: Option quotes. Please say the option name.

User: America On Line May 150 Call.

It would be desirable for one single grammar to
recognize both stock quotes and option quotes.
However, due to recognition errors, some stock quote
requests are misrecognized as option quote requests
even though they would have been correctly recognized
in a stock quote only grammar.  One potential solution
to this problem is to add a key phrase before an option
quote request. For example, the user would have to say
“Option quote IBM May 110 call” instead of “IBM
May 110 call.”   This method would reduce cross-
grammar false accepts but would require the user to
adapt a particular speaking style.

For this study, we wanted to take advantage of the fact
that option quote requests tend to have either the month
of expiration or  the words call or put included in the
request.  The study focuses on whether semantic slot-
based confidence scores can be used to distinguish
between stock quote requests and option quote requests.

3.1 System Description
The speech recognizer used for the experiments is the
Nuance v6.2 recognizer [4] which utilizes context
dependent triphones that are modeled with clusters of
gaussian mixtures called Genones [5].  The system was
trained with approximately half a million digit strings,
stock quote requests, and phonetically rich utterances
collected over the telephone from various sources.

3.2 Database
The test database consists of 1700 option quote request
utterances and 3348 stock quote request utterances that
were collected over the telephone from field
installations.  At the time when the user spoke the
request, they had already chosen via previous menu
selection whether they wanted stock quotes or option
quotes.

3.3 Grammar
The grammar used by the system allows the input of
either a stock quote request or an option quote request.
For the stock quote grammar, over 10000 companies
traded on the U.S. stock exchanges are included.  Over
2800 mutual fund names are also included along with
names of warrants, preferred stocks, and market
indicators.  Over 2500 companies with options are
included in the grammar. Both of the following
sentences are considered in-grammar:

Apple Computer
Apple Computer April 40 call

The grammar was weighted to favor stock quotes over
option quotes by setting the prior probability of stock
quote requests to 0.9 and the prior probability of option
quote requests to 0.1 to better reflect the actual
frequency of option requests.

Many stocks included in the grammar have multiple
representations. For example, the following are some of
the possible ways of requesting the stock price for IBM:

• I B M
• International Business Machines
• Big Blue
• I B M Corp

• I B M Corporation

Some speech inputs are marked as ambiguous when it’s
not clear which stock the user is requesting.  For
example, the input cisco can be interpreted as either
Cisco Systems or Sysco Corporation.  For these cases
the stocks are marked as ambiguous and the recognition
result is counted as correct when the recognizer returns
(Ambiguous Cisco Sysco).

3.4 Rejection Approach

Since valid option quote requests need to fill either an
expiration month semantic slot or an option-type
semantic slot, the rejection approach taken was to reject
utterances that were recognized as option quote requests
with low confidence scores for either the month
semantic slot or the option-type semantic slot.  These
two slots were chosen because they were more
restricted in recognition complexity.  For example, only
the words call and put can fill the option-type semantic
slot, and only one of the 12 months can fill the month
slot.  As a result, the word confidence scores are more
consistent for these semantic slots and the separation in
confidence scores between correct recognitions and
false recognitions is more distinguishable.

The baseline system rejects utterances with confidence
scores below 30.  The new algorithm studied here uses
the following approach:

1. If the overall confidence score is below 30, then
reject the sentence, else

2. If the hypothesis is an option quote, then check the
semantic slot confidence scores for the month slot
and/or the option type slot.

3. If either the month slot or the option-type slot has
semantic slot confidence score below 40, then the
sentence is rejected.

3.5 Results

The goal of the experiment was to see if incorrect
recognition of stock quote requests as option quote
requests can be reduced.  In the test set of 3348 quote



utterances, there were 61 utterances that were
incorrectly recognized as options.

Of these 61 utterances, 13 had overall confidence scores
that were less than 30 and would have been rejected
anyway.  The remaining 48 sentences would have been
falsely accepted as stock quote requests.  However, 36
of these 48 uttereances had semantic slot-based
confidence scores lower than 40 and would be rejected
using the new algorithm.  As a result, the number of
cross-grammar false accepts was reduced from 49 to 13,
resulting in an 74% reduction in cross-grammar false
accepts.

The results on the option test set was break even. Using
the new slot-based approach, 14 correct recognitions
were falsely rejected, but 16 false acceptances were also
rejected.

Some examples of stock quote requests that were mis-
recognized as option quote requests, but successfully
rejected using the slot based confidence scores are
shown below:

Transcription: Seibel Bruce Company
Hypothesis: cytel (70) april (20) seventy (36)
Slot Confidence Score: month 20

Transcription: Mirage
Hypothesis: march (62) twenty (20) call (22)
Slot Confidence Score: month 62, type 22

Transcription: Applied Magnetics
Hypothesis: applied (84) may (25) ninety (45)
Slot Confidence Score: month 25

Transcription: Philip Morris
Hypothesis: philip (76) march  (46) put (30)
Slot Confidence Score: month 46, type 30

Transcription: Micron Electronics
Hypothesis: micron (74) march  (33) put (33)
Slot Confidence Score: month 33, type 33

4. CONCLUSION

By combining the prior knowledge of the task with
semantic slot confidence scores, cross-grammar false
accepts were significantly reduced.   As a result, it is
possible to improve a securities price quote system with
a combined stock/option quotes grammar and to reduce
the number of interactions required for users to switch
between requesting stock quotes and option quotes.

5. FUTURE WORK

Semantic slot-based confidence scores can be used to
improve the naturalness of man-machine dialog.  For

example, the system can ascertain which slots are most
confidently recognized in the following query “I would
like to fly from Los Angeles to San Francisco on May
15th, 1999” and redirect the dialog accordingly.
Semantic slot confidence scores can also be combined
with confidence measures from other knowledge
sources such as geographical location to further
improve the system’s ability to detect out of grammar
utterances.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As the interaction between users and automated voice
response systems becomes more natural and
conversational, the reliance on one single confidence
score for rejection is no longer sufficient. When many
of the words in the user’s query are in-grammar, but the
important words which contain the desired information
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tickets to Titanic, the overall confidence can still be
high and the sentence would be incorrectly accepted.

Previous work includes generating one confidence score
for each subgrammar [1], and using confidence scores
calculated from the important words [2]. This paper
proposes a mechanism of integrating information
provided by a natural language understanding system
with word confidence scores generated by the
recognizer.  The confidence score of each semantic slot,
called slot confidence, is generated by combining the
individual word confidence scores of each word in the
hypothesis.

2. SLOT-BASED CONFIDENCE SCORE
The slot-based confidence score is generated by
combining the separate information streams of
individual word confidence scores from the recognizer
and the importance of each hypothesized word from the
natural language parser.

2.1. Word Confidence Score Generation

Confidence scores are generated for each word using a
phone dependent confidence score generation
mechanism similar to  Acoustic Confidence Measure 2
 (ACM2) described in [3] .
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The confidence score of each word is the arithmetic
average of the confidence scores of each phone in the
word. The average is then postprocessed with a sigmoid
mapping function to generate scores in the range of 0 to
100.  The confidence score of each phone is a duration
normalized difference in log-likelihood between the
hypothesized phone and the log-likelihood of a filler
model.  The filler model is composed of a set of context
independent monophones.

2.2 Natural Language Parser

The natural language parser matches the words that are
generated by the recognizer to pre-defined parsing rules
embedded in a grammar specification language file
(GSL).  An example of the grammar specification file is
shown in Figure 1.  The sentence Yahoo May one
hundred fifty call will be parsed to <stock yhoo>
<month 5> <price 150> <type call>.  Specific
commands that fill particular slots are embedded in the
grammar specification file and these commands are
triggered when the input sentence matches the word
strings specified in the grammar.  The GSL also allows
nonessential words to be skipped.  For example, both
Microsoft and Microsoft Corp would fill the stock slot
with the same symbol.



2.3.  Combination of Parsing Results and
Recognition Results

Slot confidence scores are generated by the following
procedure (illustrated in Figure 2):

1. Recognizer generates a hypothesis for the speech
input according to the grammar specified in the
GSL.

2. The natural language parser processes the
hypothesis and indicates the slots that are filled.

3. Words that contribute to the filling of a semantic
slot are grouped and identified.  Words that are
essential to the generation of the slot value are also
identified.

4. Slot confidence scores are generated for each slot
by taking the arithmatic average of word
confidence scores associated with all the words that
contributed to each slot.

5. A separate necessary slot confidence score is also
generated by using only words that are essential for
filling each slot.

3. EXPERIMENTS

Commercial deployment of large scale speaker
independent speech recognition systems over the
telephone started in 1996.  In 1997, in addition to

accepting stock quote requests over the telephone,  the
system was enhanced to accept requests for option
quotes.  Stock options are derivative products which are
contracts to buy or sell certain underlying securities at a
preset price.  These contracts have terms that range
from a few months to a few years. A typical option
request would be “Yahoo December 110 Call,” which
is an option to buy shares of Yahoo at $110 per share
which expires in December. Only a subset of stocks
traded on the U.S. securities market have options traded
on them.

Currently users of  stock quote request systems need to
choose whether they want to have a stock quote or an
option quote.  This results in one additional layer of
dialog traversal when the user wants to switch between
stock quotes and option quotes.  An example dialog
may be:

System: Say stock quotes for stock quotes, or option
quotes for option quotes.

User: Stock quote.

System: Please say the name of the stock.

User: America On Line.

System: America On Line, last traded at …..

User: Main Menu.

System: Main Menu. Please say stock quotes for stock
quotes, or option quotes for option quotes.

Figure 2. Word confidence scores are combined to gen-
erate semantic slot-based confidence scores.  The confi-
dence scores generated by the recognizer are shown in
italics.

Recognizer

NL Parser

Slot
Confidence

Yahoo May eighty five
  68    55   53    49

<stock yhoo> Yahoo
<month 5>  May
<price 85> eighty five

<stock yhoo>  68
<month 5>     55
<price 85>    51

Speech Input

Stock [
       american express {return(axp)}
   yahoo {return(yhoo)}
   microsoft ?corp {return(msft)}
]

Type [ call {return(call)}
       put  {return(put)}
]

Month [ january {return(1)}
        february {return(2)}
        march {return(3)}
        .
        .
]

Option Request

.OptionQuote
(Stock:s Month:m Price:p Type:t)
{<stock $s> <month $m> <price $p>
<type $t>}

Figure 1. Example grammar specification file.



User: Option quotes.

System: Option quotes. Please say the option name.

User: America On Line May 150 Call.

It would be desirable for one single grammar to
recognize both stock quotes and option quotes.
However, due to recognition errors, some stock quote
requests are misrecognized as option quote requests
even though they would have been correctly recognized
in a stock quote only grammar.  One potential solution
to this problem is to add a key phrase before an option
quote request. For example, the user would have to say
“Option quote IBM May 110 call” instead of “IBM
May 110 call.”   This method would reduce cross-
grammar false accepts but would require the user to
adapt a particular speaking style.

For this study, we wanted to take advantage of the fact
that option quote requests tend to have either the month
of expiration or  the words call or put included in the
request.  The study focuses on whether semantic slot-
based confidence scores can be used to distinguish
between stock quote requests and option quote requests.

3.1 System Description
The speech recognizer used for the experiments is the
Nuance v6.2 recognizer [4] which utilizes context
dependent triphones that are modeled with clusters of
gaussian mixtures called Genones [5].  The system was
trained with approximately half a million digit strings,
stock quote requests, and phonetically rich utterances
collected over the telephone from various sources.

3.2 Database
The test database consists of 1700 option quote request
utterances and 3348 stock quote request utterances that
were collected over the telephone from field
installations.  At the time when the user spoke the
request, they had already chosen via previous menu
selection whether they wanted stock quotes or option
quotes.

3.3 Grammar
The grammar used by the system allows the input of
either a stock quote request or an option quote request.
For the stock quote grammar, over 10000 companies
traded on the U.S. stock exchanges are included.  Over
2800 mutual fund names are also included along with
names of warrants, preferred stocks, and market
indicators.  Over 2500 companies with options are
included in the grammar. Both of the following
sentences are considered in-grammar:

Apple Computer
Apple Computer April 40 call

The grammar was weighted to favor stock quotes over
option quotes by setting the prior probability of stock
quote requests to 0.9 and the prior probability of option
quote requests to 0.1 to better reflect the actual
frequency of option requests.

Many stocks included in the grammar have multiple
representations. For example, the following are some of
the possible ways of requesting the stock price for IBM:

• I B M
• International Business Machines
• Big Blue
• I B M Corp

• I B M Corporation

Some speech inputs are marked as ambiguous when it’s
not clear which stock the user is requesting.  For
example, the input cisco can be interpreted as either
Cisco Systems or Sysco Corporation.  For these cases
the stocks are marked as ambiguous and the recognition
result is counted as correct when the recognizer returns
(Ambiguous Cisco Sysco).

3.4 Rejection Approach

Since valid option quote requests need to fill either an
expiration month semantic slot or an option-type
semantic slot, the rejection approach taken was to reject
utterances that were recognized as option quote requests
with low confidence scores for either the month
semantic slot or the option-type semantic slot.  These
two slots were chosen because they were more
restricted in recognition complexity.  For example, only
the words call and put can fill the option-type semantic
slot, and only one of the 12 months can fill the month
slot.  As a result, the word confidence scores are more
consistent for these semantic slots and the separation in
confidence scores between correct recognitions and
false recognitions is more distinguishable.

The baseline system rejects utterances with confidence
scores below 30.  The new algorithm studied here uses
the following approach:

1. If the overall confidence score is below 30, then
reject the sentence, else

2. If the hypothesis is an option quote, then check the
semantic slot confidence scores for the month slot
and/or the option type slot.

3. If either the month slot or the option-type slot has
semantic slot confidence score below 40, then the
sentence is rejected.

3.5 Results

The goal of the experiment was to see if incorrect
recognition of stock quote requests as option quote
requests can be reduced.  In the test set of 3348 quote



utterances, there were 61 utterances that were
incorrectly recognized as options.

Of these 61 utterances, 13 had overall confidence scores
that were less than 30 and would have been rejected
anyway.  The remaining 48 sentences would have been
falsely accepted as stock quote requests.  However, 36
of these 48 uttereances had semantic slot-based
confidence scores lower than 40 and would be rejected
using the new algorithm.  As a result, the number of
cross-grammar false accepts was reduced from 49 to 13,
resulting in an 74% reduction in cross-grammar false
accepts.

The results on the option test set was break even. Using
the new slot-based approach, 14 correct recognitions
were falsely rejected, but 16 false acceptances were also
rejected.

Some examples of stock quote requests that were mis-
recognized as option quote requests, but successfully
rejected using the slot based confidence scores are
shown below:

Transcription: Seibel Bruce Company
Hypothesis: cytel (70) april (20) seventy (36)
Slot Confidence Score: month 20

Transcription: Mirage
Hypothesis: march (62) twenty (20) call (22)
Slot Confidence Score: month 62, type 22

Transcription: Applied Magnetics
Hypothesis: applied (84) may (25) ninety (45)
Slot Confidence Score: month 25

Transcription: Philip Morris
Hypothesis: philip (76) march  (46) put (30)
Slot Confidence Score: month 46, type 30

Transcription: Micron Electronics
Hypothesis: micron (74) march  (33) put (33)
Slot Confidence Score: month 33, type 33

4. CONCLUSION

By combining the prior knowledge of the task with
semantic slot confidence scores, cross-grammar false
accepts were significantly reduced.   As a result, it is
possible to improve a securities price quote system with
a combined stock/option quotes grammar and to reduce
the number of interactions required for users to switch
between requesting stock quotes and option quotes.

5. FUTURE WORK

Semantic slot-based confidence scores can be used to
improve the naturalness of man-machine dialog.  For

example, the system can ascertain which slots are most
confidently recognized in the following query “I would
like to fly from Los Angeles to San Francisco on May
15th, 1999” and redirect the dialog accordingly.
Semantic slot confidence scores can also be combined
with confidence measures from other knowledge
sources such as geographical location to further
improve the system’s ability to detect out of grammar
utterances.
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example, a typical user query to a travel information
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Austin. But if the user says: I would like to buy two
tickets to Titanic, the overall confidence can still be
high and the sentence would be incorrectly accepted.

Previous work includes generating one confidence score
for each subgrammar [1], and using confidence scores
calculated from the important words [2]. This paper
proposes a mechanism of integrating information
provided by a natural language understanding system
with word confidence scores generated by the
recognizer.  The confidence score of each semantic slot,
called slot confidence, is generated by combining the
individual word confidence scores of each word in the
hypothesis.

2. SLOT-BASED CONFIDENCE SCORE
The slot-based confidence score is generated by
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individual word confidence scores from the recognizer
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The confidence score of each word is the arithmetic
average of the confidence scores of each phone in the
word. The average is then postprocessed with a sigmoid
mapping function to generate scores in the range of 0 to
100.  The confidence score of each phone is a duration
normalized difference in log-likelihood between the
hypothesized phone and the log-likelihood of a filler
model.  The filler model is composed of a set of context
independent monophones.

2.2 Natural Language Parser

The natural language parser matches the words that are
generated by the recognizer to pre-defined parsing rules
embedded in a grammar specification language file
(GSL).  An example of the grammar specification file is
shown in Figure 1.  The sentence Yahoo May one
hundred fifty call will be parsed to <stock yhoo>
<month 5> <price 150> <type call>.  Specific
commands that fill particular slots are embedded in the
grammar specification file and these commands are
triggered when the input sentence matches the word
strings specified in the grammar.  The GSL also allows
nonessential words to be skipped.  For example, both
Microsoft and Microsoft Corp would fill the stock slot
with the same symbol.



2.3.  Combination of Parsing Results and
Recognition Results

Slot confidence scores are generated by the following
procedure (illustrated in Figure 2):

1. Recognizer generates a hypothesis for the speech
input according to the grammar specified in the
GSL.

2. The natural language parser processes the
hypothesis and indicates the slots that are filled.

3. Words that contribute to the filling of a semantic
slot are grouped and identified.  Words that are
essential to the generation of the slot value are also
identified.

4. Slot confidence scores are generated for each slot
by taking the arithmatic average of word
confidence scores associated with all the words that
contributed to each slot.

5. A separate necessary slot confidence score is also
generated by using only words that are essential for
filling each slot.

3. EXPERIMENTS

Commercial deployment of large scale speaker
independent speech recognition systems over the
telephone started in 1996.  In 1997, in addition to

accepting stock quote requests over the telephone,  the
system was enhanced to accept requests for option
quotes.  Stock options are derivative products which are
contracts to buy or sell certain underlying securities at a
preset price.  These contracts have terms that range
from a few months to a few years. A typical option
request would be “Yahoo December 110 Call,” which
is an option to buy shares of Yahoo at $110 per share
which expires in December. Only a subset of stocks
traded on the U.S. securities market have options traded
on them.

Currently users of  stock quote request systems need to
choose whether they want to have a stock quote or an
option quote.  This results in one additional layer of
dialog traversal when the user wants to switch between
stock quotes and option quotes.  An example dialog
may be:

System: Say stock quotes for stock quotes, or option
quotes for option quotes.

User: Stock quote.

System: Please say the name of the stock.

User: America On Line.

System: America On Line, last traded at …..

User: Main Menu.

System: Main Menu. Please say stock quotes for stock
quotes, or option quotes for option quotes.

Figure 2. Word confidence scores are combined to gen-
erate semantic slot-based confidence scores.  The confi-
dence scores generated by the recognizer are shown in
italics.

Recognizer

NL Parser

Slot
Confidence

Yahoo May eighty five
  68    55   53    49

<stock yhoo> Yahoo
<month 5>  May
<price 85> eighty five

<stock yhoo>  68
<month 5>     55
<price 85>    51

Speech Input

Stock [
       american express {return(axp)}
   yahoo {return(yhoo)}
   microsoft ?corp {return(msft)}
]

Type [ call {return(call)}
       put  {return(put)}
]

Month [ january {return(1)}
        february {return(2)}
        march {return(3)}
        .
        .
]

Option Request

.OptionQuote
(Stock:s Month:m Price:p Type:t)
{<stock $s> <month $m> <price $p>
<type $t>}

Figure 1. Example grammar specification file.



User: Option quotes.

System: Option quotes. Please say the option name.

User: America On Line May 150 Call.

It would be desirable for one single grammar to
recognize both stock quotes and option quotes.
However, due to recognition errors, some stock quote
requests are misrecognized as option quote requests
even though they would have been correctly recognized
in a stock quote only grammar.  One potential solution
to this problem is to add a key phrase before an option
quote request. For example, the user would have to say
“Option quote IBM May 110 call” instead of “IBM
May 110 call.”   This method would reduce cross-
grammar false accepts but would require the user to
adapt a particular speaking style.

For this study, we wanted to take advantage of the fact
that option quote requests tend to have either the month
of expiration or  the words call or put included in the
request.  The study focuses on whether semantic slot-
based confidence scores can be used to distinguish
between stock quote requests and option quote requests.

3.1 System Description
The speech recognizer used for the experiments is the
Nuance v6.2 recognizer [4] which utilizes context
dependent triphones that are modeled with clusters of
gaussian mixtures called Genones [5].  The system was
trained with approximately half a million digit strings,
stock quote requests, and phonetically rich utterances
collected over the telephone from various sources.

3.2 Database
The test database consists of 1700 option quote request
utterances and 3348 stock quote request utterances that
were collected over the telephone from field
installations.  At the time when the user spoke the
request, they had already chosen via previous menu
selection whether they wanted stock quotes or option
quotes.

3.3 Grammar
The grammar used by the system allows the input of
either a stock quote request or an option quote request.
For the stock quote grammar, over 10000 companies
traded on the U.S. stock exchanges are included.  Over
2800 mutual fund names are also included along with
names of warrants, preferred stocks, and market
indicators.  Over 2500 companies with options are
included in the grammar. Both of the following
sentences are considered in-grammar:

Apple Computer
Apple Computer April 40 call

The grammar was weighted to favor stock quotes over
option quotes by setting the prior probability of stock
quote requests to 0.9 and the prior probability of option
quote requests to 0.1 to better reflect the actual
frequency of option requests.

Many stocks included in the grammar have multiple
representations. For example, the following are some of
the possible ways of requesting the stock price for IBM:

• I B M
• International Business Machines
• Big Blue
• I B M Corp

• I B M Corporation

Some speech inputs are marked as ambiguous when it’s
not clear which stock the user is requesting.  For
example, the input cisco can be interpreted as either
Cisco Systems or Sysco Corporation.  For these cases
the stocks are marked as ambiguous and the recognition
result is counted as correct when the recognizer returns
(Ambiguous Cisco Sysco).

3.4 Rejection Approach

Since valid option quote requests need to fill either an
expiration month semantic slot or an option-type
semantic slot, the rejection approach taken was to reject
utterances that were recognized as option quote requests
with low confidence scores for either the month
semantic slot or the option-type semantic slot.  These
two slots were chosen because they were more
restricted in recognition complexity.  For example, only
the words call and put can fill the option-type semantic
slot, and only one of the 12 months can fill the month
slot.  As a result, the word confidence scores are more
consistent for these semantic slots and the separation in
confidence scores between correct recognitions and
false recognitions is more distinguishable.

The baseline system rejects utterances with confidence
scores below 30.  The new algorithm studied here uses
the following approach:

1. If the overall confidence score is below 30, then
reject the sentence, else

2. If the hypothesis is an option quote, then check the
semantic slot confidence scores for the month slot
and/or the option type slot.

3. If either the month slot or the option-type slot has
semantic slot confidence score below 40, then the
sentence is rejected.

3.5 Results

The goal of the experiment was to see if incorrect
recognition of stock quote requests as option quote
requests can be reduced.  In the test set of 3348 quote



utterances, there were 61 utterances that were
incorrectly recognized as options.

Of these 61 utterances, 13 had overall confidence scores
that were less than 30 and would have been rejected
anyway.  The remaining 48 sentences would have been
falsely accepted as stock quote requests.  However, 36
of these 48 uttereances had semantic slot-based
confidence scores lower than 40 and would be rejected
using the new algorithm.  As a result, the number of
cross-grammar false accepts was reduced from 49 to 13,
resulting in an 74% reduction in cross-grammar false
accepts.

The results on the option test set was break even. Using
the new slot-based approach, 14 correct recognitions
were falsely rejected, but 16 false acceptances were also
rejected.

Some examples of stock quote requests that were mis-
recognized as option quote requests, but successfully
rejected using the slot based confidence scores are
shown below:

Transcription: Seibel Bruce Company
Hypothesis: cytel (70) april (20) seventy (36)
Slot Confidence Score: month 20

Transcription: Mirage
Hypothesis: march (62) twenty (20) call (22)
Slot Confidence Score: month 62, type 22

Transcription: Applied Magnetics
Hypothesis: applied (84) may (25) ninety (45)
Slot Confidence Score: month 25

Transcription: Philip Morris
Hypothesis: philip (76) march  (46) put (30)
Slot Confidence Score: month 46, type 30

Transcription: Micron Electronics
Hypothesis: micron (74) march  (33) put (33)
Slot Confidence Score: month 33, type 33

4. CONCLUSION

By combining the prior knowledge of the task with
semantic slot confidence scores, cross-grammar false
accepts were significantly reduced.   As a result, it is
possible to improve a securities price quote system with
a combined stock/option quotes grammar and to reduce
the number of interactions required for users to switch
between requesting stock quotes and option quotes.

5. FUTURE WORK

Semantic slot-based confidence scores can be used to
improve the naturalness of man-machine dialog.  For

example, the system can ascertain which slots are most
confidently recognized in the following query “I would
like to fly from Los Angeles to San Francisco on May
15th, 1999” and redirect the dialog accordingly.
Semantic slot confidence scores can also be combined
with confidence measures from other knowledge
sources such as geographical location to further
improve the system’s ability to detect out of grammar
utterances.
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